Red cell and serum polymorphisms in the Oltrepò Pavese population (northern Italy).
A sample of about 300 subjects from the Italian population of the Oltrepò Pavese, in Lombardy, was studied for 6 polymorphic genetic markers: ACP1, ADA, ESD, GLO1, PGM1 subtyping and HP. The observed gene frequencies were: ACP1*A = .267, ACP1*B = .697, ACP1*C = .036; ADA*2 = .060; ESD*2 = .119; GLO1*1 = .375; PGM1*1S = .688, PGM1*1F = .095, PGM1*2S = .175, PGM1*2F = .042; HP*1 = .362.